
     In "Memories of Places I Have Never Been," Jill Goldman attempts to tell the 
story of her father, to construct a coherent narrative of his life and his death. 
This much is certain: In 1971, when she was nine years old, Goldman found 
her father dead in his bed. It was August 23, his mother’s birthday. He had ap-
parently shot himself in the head. An ambulance came and took him away. 
That night for dinner, she ate a baked potato and peas. 

     For almost five decades, Goldman lived with this barest of outlines. Shortly 
after we met as students in Paris in the early 80s, she told me about her fa-
ther’s suicide in a remarkably blasé tone. Jill was a brilliant, curious and in-
tense student who could expound on everything from Madonna to Julia Kriste-
va in passionate and hyper-animated discourses and “blasé” was not an adjec-
tive typically used to describe her. Yet, she spoke of this seminal catastrophe 
in her life with zero affect and had no evident desire to uncover the circum
stances that led to her father’s suicide. 

     Almost 5o years after his suicide, Goldman was suddenly driven to flesh out 
this skeletal outline, to find out the story of his death, which is of course also 
the story of his life, and hers. This powerful and psychically probing exhibition 
is a visual representation of her efforts. Memories are not immutable facts but 
dynamic reconstructions, a form of story telling in which our past is rewritten 
by our present. Traumatic memory, however, exists without a coherent narra-
tive. A piece of us is missing, not because there we have total amnesia, but be-
cause the traumatic event is dissociated from our sense of self. But trauma 
lives on in the body as a kind of possessing spirit, one that wrecks havoc in the 
form of psychogenic symptoms, inexplicable panics and obsessive repeti-
tions. Freud credits Breuer’s patient, the brilliant hysteric Anna O., for coining 
the term “the talking cure" to describe the healing process through which 
trauma is given a narration. The alternately dispassionate and poignant pieces 
in the show chronicle the artist’s attempt to give her trauma a narration.

     Goldman explicitly grapples with Freud’s work on trauma in her artistic 
practice. This is the title of her previous exhibition at Arcane Space, as well as 
the title of one of her early films. It’s a reference to a game Freud watched 
his18-month-old grandson play in which the boy repeatedly tossed a spool 
tied to a string into his crib, and would exclaim “Fort!” (“Gone!”) when it dis-
appeared and “Da!”(“There!”) when he reeled it back. Unlike the repetitive 
obsessions Freud observed in his neurotic patients, (I should mention here 
that when I first met Jill, she felt compelled to touch manhole covers in ritualthat when I first met Jill, she felt compelled to touch manhole covers in ritual-
ized repetitive taps), this game allowed the child to at once dramatize and 
master the traumatic absences of his mother. The boy had creatively invented 
a game to express not only his loss but also his triumph over it. 
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This exhibit is in many ways another Fort/Da for Goldman, her own creative 
attempt to express her loss and to triumph over it.  One section of the show 
contains photographs of artifacts that belonged to her father as well as collag-
es of his miscellaneous memorabilia, and constructed cardboard boxes that 
hold the rest. Objects that belonged to the dead tell stories and can function as 
talismans for the living. They have almost magical powers to resurrect a pres-
ence from the overwhelming absence. Even the most mundane belongings 
can transform into religious relics, capable of miraculously healing our 
wounds. Yet, despite the artist’s efforts, her father’s belongings remain oddly 
insentient, immune to enchantment. They hold less marvelous power than the 
Parisian manhole covers once held for her, less incantatory magic than the 
cabinet cards featured in Goldman’s 2018 exhibit at Arcane Space, photo-
graphs of women she never knew that nevertheless communicated their fic-
tional recollections. Unlike Proust’s madeleine, which famously unleashed a 
flood of memories, these possessions remain inscrutable, triggering nothing 
so much as absence. 
     Undeterred by the refusal of her father’s belongings to function like Proust’s 
madeleine, Goldman tries a prompt to write his story. Influenced by her love 
of Nordic noir and the ubiquitous crime boards featured in so many television 
police procedurals, she assumes the role of detective and creates her own 
crime board. Newspaper clippings, congressional reports, photographs of 
showgirls and mobsters are crisscrossed with insistent red lines, punctuated 
by post-it notes, each convoluted network manically mapping out potential 
plots. The story of her father’s death might be written as a hard-boiled thriller, plots. The story of her father’s death might be written as a hard-boiled thriller, 
complete with gangsters in which her father is an outlaw antihero whose death 
is not a suicide at all, but a mob hit only made to look like one. Another sto-
ryline emerges from the labyrinth, this one a tale of noble self-sacrifice in 
which her father heroically takes his own life in order to preempt the murder 
of his wife and daughters. Or perhaps the genre is psychological realism in 
which her father’s association with known mobsters is a relatively benign one, 
no different than that of anyone else who worked in Las Vegas at the time. In 
this story, his suicide is neither a murder, nor a protective gesture, but the sad 
end of a clinically depressed man. Unlike the television shows the artist likes 
to watch, with their reassuring narratives that establish law and order in a cha-
otic world, Goldman’s board most emphatically does not solve the crime. The 
map it creates only troubles the truth by leading in too many directions. 
     The exhibition also contains a series of 25 photographs and a video that 
document Goldman’s visits to the places her father once lived. In what she 
aptly calls a “reverse proustian exercise,” she tried to create memories she 
never had by visiting places she had never been. These mournful and arrest-
ing photographs of empty lots and swimming pools, of houses now occupied 
by invisible strangers, belie their purported function as illustrations of a life. 
Photographs play an outsized role in shaping our autobiographical memory.  
Snapshots of our selves, of others, of objects and of places from our pasts are Snapshots of our selves, of others, of objects and of places from our pasts are 
written into our memories and become part of the story of who we are now. By 
photographing places her father had once lived, the artist attempts to coerce 
memories of a past she doesn’t know by writing the missing story of her miss-
ing father, to create a memorial, a remembrance. Instead of prompting memo-
ries, these images remain defiantly devoid of any paternal trace, remarkable 
for their beautiful and eerie emptiness. 




